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The pait few .years have witnessed a rapidly expanding intdrest in -

,

applying a systems perspective to understanding ankresolving (Keeney,

1979;Selvini et al., 1978). Thi&approach tends to view problems in

the context of rule- regulated, interacting systems. The family therapy
*

movement has been most'clearly identified with this approach. Presently,

however,. there exists no unified set of assumptions which are widely

k
accepted among therapists using systethic psyChotherapy. With the

exception of a fundamental but limited conceptual core, the fbundations

for theory and practice are still in a stage of experimentation and

development. Asa result, itstenets tend to be implicit rather than

explicit; the relationship between defining assumptions and practice is

not cleFly specified or uniformly recognized; and descriptions of,the
o a

. It

approach tend to be case studies exemplifying isolated assumptions or

,

techniques.

The fjirther development of this app6ach require's-that its assump-
..4

) tipns be,defined explicitlyand that',the relationship between assumptions`

'and their Operatipnalization in assessment and therapy be,clearly deline-
.

A
ated and explored: Thispaper repr nti such an attempt. We will

Jk,V

identify some of the-aspiimptions which appear to be central to any systemic

approach and indic te,how these' assumptions can be translated into practice.

The paper 1.8. di ided into three, sections. The first briefly' identifies two .

basic assumptions of a systemic approach. The second outlines three

_operatic:ins' Corollaries of-these-assumptIons-iihieh-explan--howthe._
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underlying assumptions may be translated into systemic assessment and

practice. The final section identifies unresolved issues and possible
1

future directions.4

Itindr,,rlying Assumptions

The first and most basic assumption is that the unit of analysis is

the system in which behaviors identifi6d as prOblems occur and/or develop;

ti .

the most frequently eXamined system is the family. This is beCause the
.00

family'unit is both powerful inalle shapingOf behavior and readily

% .

accessible to the psychotherapist. By choosing the family as the unit, -
/

the therapist assumes that the behaviors, thoughtshnd feelings of

individual family members can be fully understood only in the context of

interactions or communications among family,members: Furthermorethe

.

therapitt is defining the family's identified problems as'system-related

problems and not just ab the isolated problems of an individual. %

k

A second assumption of the syStemic approaeh is*that a systeffi operates
4' .

under a set of implicit rules. These rules tend to be relatively stable

.

and are reflected both in the family's behaviors and their conceptualiza-

tions -of their behaviors and feelings, Because the rules are stable,

they ,tacitly enforce recurring patterns of behavior within the family as

. .

.

well as repeating explanations or rationalizations. In order to,under-
..

stand the rdles, it is neCessary, to examine-the 'family's Behaviors, their'

.
explanations for their behaviors, and the connections

,
between.theftwo:

. .
...

.

The therapist who.focuses on one to the exclusionof'theothers,,stand4**
. t'

.

% . .

,

to lose a great deal of information which may' prove essential.to:the*

.4.

. ;

effective catalysis of systemic change. This shall be discussea in greater
V

detail.belov.,_It_should_be noted that the recognition of:a contlection-
,

V

1.
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between behavior and explanation does not imply that a4family's or an

.

individual's understanding of a behavior would be considered.accuate by

other observers, or that a change in understanding will necessarily or

,immediately occasion a change in behAvior. However, some interactional.
411,

relationship between thoughts and actions does exist and changes in one

area are likely in time to bring about changes in the bother (Haley, 1978;

5 ' y
Meichenbaum, 1977).

Operational Corollaries

three opeistional corollaries flow from these assumptions. When.

these corollaries are applied to any given problem they can act to guide,

the analytic process of the therapist and suggest the working format for

conducting
I
therapy. ;

The first and most obvious corollaiy isthatlassessment and therapy

focus orithe system in which difficulties occur or develop. -For the most

part we are involved in settings in whidiCa child is typically identified

as the problem by Other family.members and referring agents. We have

found that the most relevant and workable system is the family. While

this is the most common situation, it is not, the only one possible. For

example; 'there will be times when the child's school and family are

involved in problematic interactions around a child, andoften, with
4

each other. In such'a case, the relevant system will consist of the.

family, the school and4the child. SUchcases notwithstanding, the family

is the most frequent system with which we work. It should he noted that

li

0.

,

VA .

some of us also work with adults and apply_the systemic approach equally

well to this population. With adults the system of 1pcus'is also the

.

1.C

9
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. .

family (broadly defined as those people living in the home),although ,

C

other systems (e.g., peer, work) are frequently
, .

.
.....,

When work ng'with a system, it is generally useful to have as many

members o the system as posSible involved* especially during the initial .

assessment. This allows the therapist to view.the behaviors and to hear

the conceptualizations-of each member.. If everybody cannot be resent,

it is necessary to ask other family members to describe the behaviors and

responses of .the missing 'individuals. For example, if the mother identi-
.

fies the problem, as disobedience of the child and the father is not
)-

present at a session, it is important to know whether the child disobeys
e

the father, how the father responds to such situations, whatthe father
...

,

\--

says to the child and-the niotfier,'etc:,says

. . 4 .
.

,Itie second operational corollary is that the particular behavioral

".
. . .

events which are identified by family metbers as problema4c tend to
4

,
,

.

follow repetitive and -predictable patterns. During the assessment phase
.

of treatment, 'the therapist should attempt to reconstruct the sequence of
- 1

actions in which the problem behaVior is embedded. The.pattern will .

.

include all events or behaviors.that recur together and that seem to be

critical to the maintenance of the pattern. It will typically include

,/ 0

,ithose events that immediately precede the identified problem behavior,.

the problem behavior i Self, and the actions that immediately

,However, in some situa ions, the included behaviors will extend further

over.time:. This will be discussed below.

The sequences may-best be .conceptualized is farming closed cycles,

or loops. The beginning and-end'of a sequence. its "punctuation")
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a in some sense. arbitrary. While thete may appear to, be immediate

. "responses" to the identified problem_ behavior that ostensibly end that

.

episode, the actions do not change the inherent situation in a way that

prevents a recurrence of the cycle. The analysis of the problem in

terms of recurring behavioral loops highlights the fact that attempts

Fade by the-family to end the identifie&,problem behavior are not bolur

tions. In fact, the identified problem behavior cannot be singled out

as being "the" problem. It is simply one of the active elemgnts of the

loop, having to'special status or si nificanhe in the loop beyond the

fact that it has been singled out by th4 family 'as being a problem,due

to its intensity or frequency of recurrence. The therapist should strive

to conceptualize thiractual difficulty as the recurrent pattern of.

behaviors.. Every,poirt or behavior in the loop is related to the others

and serves to perpetuate the others. The loop itseif'is ultimately a
. A. -

product of the rules of the system.

The analysis.of a system in-terms of patterns ,suggests the_ImmelIate

goal of therapy: to alter the loop. It should be noted thatsaChieving
.

this goal. may be gccpmplished:h* focusing directly on.the identified

,,problem and trying to modify it or by attempting to alter-other behaviors

in the sequence. If the loop .is broken at any point, it willha/e
,

repercussions on the'ofber points in the loop. The alteration-of the
9,,4

epetitive cycle may force the system'smembeis to .find n41.7 ways of Aqier-
, 1

.

acting.

In applying this general strategy, two issues must be kept in mind.

-,
The first relates primarily to the identification of loops'and the'second

7 . .
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.

to ihterventions designed_to disrupt loops. Themajorissue for the

therapist is td determine which behaviors, exhibited by which family

members
'

at what times, and.in hat sequence, should be arranged within

the problem loop. Further, since the family usually exhibits a great

deal of activity during their troublesome interaction, it is most useful

for the therapist to construct the most parsimonious loop, including only

those elements critical to thwmaintenance of.the cycle. A behavioral

loop can bften be included within another larger loop. The choice of

the relevant loop will influence the identification of therapeutic goals;

so it'is important that the most appropriate loop be identified. For

example, in a single parent home, the mother may be disciplininithe.

'children inconsistently and the children may often be noncompliant. In

many situations, this may be the relevant loop. -However, in some situa-

tions, the mother may be using the children's behavior to label the

children unhappy or emotionally damages, a message she may give to her

former husband along'with reproaches concerning his behavior. The

husband may'respond in a number of 'ways.. In these cases, the relevant

loop may include the behavior of the children, the mother and the father.
:

. ,

The loop-which includes the behaviors of the mother and the children may

be actually serving a function within the larger loop which should be

the loop of focus. -

4
.

We have found several stiategies to be helpfurin the identification

of the, relevant 164: ,Typically,:asking family members l w'o "draa picture"

i (

foe the therapist describing what bappens around the problem has-been
a

helpful-. °, Dfiecting clients- to describe the ways in which they have

attempted.to-resolve.the-problem-may-contribute_useful.information. Also,

,
4'

7 .

.***
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the relevant loop can.be observed in session by askingAirticipants to

show the therapist what they mean. Selvini's strategy (1980) of having
4

one person comment on.th interaction between two others is also informa-

tive. The last strategy,, in particular, as well as the other ones to

some extent provide valuable informationoward determining relevant

behlavioral loops.

If the most relevant loop is not immediately recognized, it should

became apparent relatively quickly when interventions are not effective.

Relatively simple assignments will not be carried out by .the family;

"obvious" therapeutic reconceptualizations will not be comprehended.

This brings us to the second issue in applying this general strategy of

loop assessment-loop disruption.to families. Vie therapist should con-

stantly assess the family's behaviors and the impact of therapy on, their

behaviors.. .In'this regard, the therapist shouldcOnsider each interven-

.

tion a tool for

should ratssess

interventions.

consistent with

and therapy can

assessment. After each intervention, the therapist

the family system. This reassessmentdireCts later

If there has been a change in.behavior in a direction

the identified therapeutic goal, progress is being made,

focui on issues of maintenance or termination. If no

rring or if the problem is perceived -as gettngworsechanges-areoccu ,

, it suggests either that the identified loop or therapy goal is not the

releVant or onl; one or that the intervention was not presented appropr4.-

ately., The question of how to.'formulate and present interventions,to

the gamily brings us to the third corollary. .

The third corollary concerns the identification of the family's con-
,

ceptualizationsor cOnceptnal-frameworks. This corollary is based on the

f

9
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assumption.tha4 conceptualizationst or ways of thinking are also involved

in the system's implicit rules /and as such some relationship between con-

cepyalizations and behaviors exists. `The conceptualizations that are

,most relevant to therapy are those which.eall system member holds about
0 .4

himself or herself and every on-Ow-member of the system,- and the ways.

in which each person conceives of the problem and of therapy. These,

pieces of information are not necessarily obtained via direct questiofng .

but may be contained in gtatements which-family members make during the

therapy session regarding their thoughts amd feelings about their fetid.

functioning.

The information on the conceptual frameworks.'of the family members

is criticpl in'formulating the way, in which the therapist will present

or frame interventions. The more new information approximatenown

information, the more easily the n 'tv information will be understood a nd

0

incorporated into the old. Therefore;.if the therapist phrases his /her

message in terms of concepts that family members have and .use, they

message is more likely t9 be understobd: The potential for changing\

Jr°

the attern isoluch greater whenT message is incorporated into the
;

stem. It is important to realize that we, are not suggesting the Messages

'need to be pleasant or comforting. The point is they need to be close to

the conceptual framework'of system member The, therapist who insists on

presenting a directive NO.thin his or her ownframework risks provoking
0

resistance or confusion in family members.
.

This corollary subsutes all cpmmunication between therapist and.

clients. The self statements, that is, statements that reflect family

I

O

Ir
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a.
members' conceptualizations'of themselves, can be creatively incor-

,

porated into any message to a particular individual within the system.

For example, if a mother sees herself as a martyr, the therapist might

'include this attribution in a)nessage to her. For example, the

k.--
therapist may direct her to do"sometfiing whicn will require a great

sacrifice on her part. In therapy, whenever family 46mbers attri-

71.
bute quhlitils to them lves, thetAan be noted and later implemented

'

to make connections between these attributions and new behaviors or

ways of thinking about behaviors. Theit use'may be intended to change

the behavior, the attribution, or both.

The conceptualizations each client his aboutfimily members are

also used to whatevir Extent possible in the change process... For

example, if a mother in a family intervenes when her husband disciplines

a child and, if a goal cf therapy is stolving or altering

the therapist's formulation mould include 'a message that
. -.

with someicif the mother's beliefs. Thus, if the mother belieies that
4--N, , .

*
., ,)

the father: is too harsh with the child or does not understand the child,
i

her behavior,.,

is consistent

the motjzer might be told to Instruct the husband in more effective

disciplinary techiliques, oOhe might be taa to join,the hUsbandin

disciplining the child so that she could help. the husbilnd tolearn

-of

more effective methods. It is important to recognize that a message

based on someone's conceptualization of another family member generally *se,

Cannot be in.conflict i we1 the.other member's statement about himself/

o .

Family.meAbers' conceptualizations of the problem and of tliqrapy
,

are also `important. If probitt7child-is-indeedrviewed-:
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as the problem and the one needing therapy, f rexample, the parents

may be enlisted into therapy within the fraMef helping the child j

with his problem.

A particularly important consequence of obtaining family members',

conceptualizations of therapy is to be able to decide- whether the there-

pist should u se compliance-based or resistance-based strategies. This

distinction has been extensively discussed in the literature (Rohrbaugh
:

et al.; 1977) and will not be eplored futther here.

In summary, the application of the systemic approach implies at

least three operational corollaries% First, the problem.is 'a system-

,

based problem and must be examined by assessing the entire systcm.

Second, assessment requires the identification of recurring behavioral

patterns or loops; this identifies the overall direction of, therapy

which is to brptk the loop that includes the identified problem.

Third, the ways'in which the family thinks about themselves, each
-

other, their difficultues, and therapy,must be assessed. This identifies

4$

the conceptual framework in which loop-altering or t=herapeutic messages

an be formulated and expressed. 1

Unresolved Issues/FdtUie Directions
I

Thepaper'has focused on the impOrtancst of,behavioral loops and 1

'COnceptualizations'of system members within 'the systemic approach.,' This

represents the part,of our approach within which we have obtained a high

degree of-confidence (Neilans, Jacobson, Quataert, Glenn, and Rosenberg,

1981 des6ribe the use of this approaCh with ncincompliant children):

However; a s our approach is evolving, the last section of this'paper
,,. .

it

.
.

.

focuseg-on issues we are currently-examining. I/

.

12
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Presently our primary mode for guiding.the,therapeutic prOcess is'.
A

cybernetic.; that is, ske 'move. to make changes 'within a loop,and then'

dvaluate the impact -of that stove in' order to plan the next-move.. One
. %

ftN

obvious diffiCulty with :this approach is thhetheeffects of an inter-
'

,
vention cannot -be known in adV'enCe..1Work by ?rigogine (1976) hints at

the;possibility:Of'develoPing a bod5, of knowledge which may enhaiide the

predictability o

that minor fluctu

an intervention's effect On a system. He Observes
.

s

Lions occur in the workings of a system anddo not

jeopardize the entity's essential structural integrity. When a major

flu5fuation occurs;within the system,'-it may exceed a critical threshold,

4
introducing a state of instability and occasioning a process leading to '

the development of anew and- stable structure that will include elements

of the old. In relation to-.fhprapeutic work with, fainfiy systems, it
. .

igfuld be invaluable to luldw the steps which may characterize systemic

- AP
tAnsformation.. It thuslmight.he possible for the thefapist to Induce

.

. . t

-ralluctuation in a_problematic cycle slIch that some predictedMighold
:

was passed and a new"; nOhproblethatieloop created. With knOwledge of k

. I.
the transformatibn.process in its various' stages' the final state:0- ...........- 1,.

-oL

. nW
the system might be more reliablyforetoly, by the therapist: FUrther,:---

.
',..

-rv--L- ,-.;-'-.---ina_,,I.,_. J.,-...1._ ,4 - s

it would be important to recognize thossf ory.ri-.,y.5,01:44.c..,7I}LliCtAta.ti RSV,

. .

. . . .

. -
. .A, 440" k' 4 * ' X.

'' .....!,, ,

.Th e
which may render the family 'receptive-tochange,-so that these deb iations

r

o.

.
.

.

could, be amplified into major fluctuations. At present, we esse tiaIly,

;.pay closeAt.iention,t6our timing and attempt to .introduce, .or oop-

. altering measagesit the. poinf,in-therapy,ibitseems" best. - e- are

- 41 -,. I \ l

-hopeful of gaining information. frob the syttem's progess that will
,

. . -.. .., .
, .

,. v.....- .''-

1
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A second issue concerns individual differences betweek clients in
, .

.

.

terms of their general
.
cognitivestyle. We have observed differences

o . , . .

. in people's,attituded or faith in words as ref tiOns of reality. For
.

.
.

*.

some people words are real and powerful.' To lab or categorize behavior
. .

.
,

or emotion is to imbue it with a

,

definite meaning; this meaning then' .'
- .

.

influenotes later perceptions or actions. These people recognize, .4
i

, ,

least theoretically., the distinctions between what one thinks about a
'

. r ,4

situation and how one responds emotionally to situation: For other

,

Xrpm Systemic
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(individuals, conceptual distinctions are not as real or important.

These people,do not appear td be concerned with analyzing andunder-
,

ale
:

, standing, ituations. They not aware of or concerned with apparent
,. .

logical inconsistencies in their descripti2ns and explanations Ofsitua
. -

. . _

tions. Similarly,,they arenot concerned with apparent inconsistencies

between their evaluative, statemnts-about'situations and their emotional

responses"to"those situations, We.have labeled'these groups as,abstrac-
,

'tive and associative (Glenn & Glenn, in press). The importance of this

.

t distinction for therapy remains to be studied. It has been our observe-
.. ,

tion thatlbstractiveindividuals respond more, rapidly to therapeutic
D

intervention, which is obviously Word-based.. AsSociative individuals

require *ore time on-rapport ttri-iding-and /or-educationally-oriented

Interventions.
.

il, .

.

A Ilmalaisa!Spon which we have been focusing has to do with under-

.

. , L
. .

standing the
.

fabric of the system's or family's conceptual framework.

We are particularly interested iconceptualiiations concerning inter-
-

personal rules. Everyone has concepts about the ways in which people
'40

'4o or should.interact. These interpersonal rules tend to be implicit--

4
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- but strongly 'held. The assesaffidnt of a family should. attempt to under-

stand the general interpersonal framework that a family uses. Messages

that are presented within -the family's framework are more likely to be

,perceived as meaningful or relevant for the family's understanding of

the problem. Related to this area and the second cbrollary is the work

of the neurolinguistic programmers. Whereas the second corollary focuses

on this area within the context of the style of the individual' withiwthe

system, this'last area focuses on the style of the" entire system.

t

To summarize: While numerous questions remain', the systemic approach
o

is at a point where defining assumptions can be identified and the links

between assumptions and practice can,be delineated. We have argued that

the systemic approach is based on at least two assumptions. First, the

system ins the unit of analysis. Second, all systems,function according

to implicit rules; the rules gOvering family systems are reflected in
A ,

their patterns of behavior and their conceptualizations of t4mselves

and their behavior. These two assumptions can be related to practice

via three operational corollaries. First the family should be assessed

as a unit and intervention should-be planned to impact on thetsystem.

Second, recurring behavioral patterns or loops should'be identified;

thit:wilrIe-used-toidentify the-goalsof-therapy. Thirdr_the.system

members' conceptualizations ,of themselves, they problem and therapy. should

be assessed; this used to frame or present interventions.

sr*
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opiTational corollaries of.these assumptions which explain how the
underlying assumptions may be translated into systemic assessment and
pactice, i.e.,: (1) the family should be assessed as a unit and
intervention should be planned to impact'on the system; (2) recurring
behavioral patterns or loops should be identified and used to
ydentify therapyAoals; and (3) the system members'
Conceptualizationsof themselves, he probleM, and therapy, should be
assessed and used to frame or present interventions. The final

. section identifieg unresolved issues and possible future directions.
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The past:Tewyeari have witnessed a tapidly'expanding interest; in
,

applying a systems perspective to understanding and r'solving (Keeney,

1979; Seivint et al., 1978). This approach tedds to view problemein

the context of rul e-regulated, interacting systems. The family therapy

movetent has been most clearly identified with this approach, Presently,

however, there exists no unified set of assumptions which are widely

accepted among therapists using systemic* psychotherapy. With the

exception of a fundamental but limited conceptual core, the foundations

for.theory and practice are still in a stage of experimentation and

development. As a result, its tenets tend to be,im ipit rather than

explicit; the relationship beteen defining assum ns and practice is
*

not clearly specified or uniformly recognized; and descriptions of.the

approach tend-to'be case studies exemplifying isolated assumptioni or

. -

techniques.

The further development of this approach requires that its assump-

tipna be-defined explicitly and that the relationship' etwee'n assumptions

' add their opqratipnalization in assessment and therapy be,dlearly deline-

ated and explored. This.paper represe such an attempt`. We will
.

identify some of the assumptions which appear to be central to any systemic

). .

approach and indic te,how these assumptions can be translated into flracticd.
.

The paper.isIdi ided.iato three sections. The first briefly' identifies two

o

....

basic assumptiOns,of a systemic apprqach. The second outlines three
,.. .

:opeiational corollaries of-these-aasumptddns-whiehHexplain-low-theA,,.
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underlying assumptions may be translated into systemic assessment and
r

practice. The final section identifies unresolved ,issues and possible

A future directions.
.

,

.Unherlying Assumptions
.

The first and most basic assumption is that the unit of analysis is
\

the system in which behaviors identified'as problems occurand/or dev,elop;

4e most frequently examined system is the family. This is because the

familyunit is both powerful in the shaping of-behavior and readily

%
.

accessible to thf psychotherapist. By choosing the family as the unit, .

the therapist assumes that the behaviora, thoughts'and feelings of

individual family members can be full); understood only in the context of

interactions or communications among familyisembers.. TUrthermore,the
-

therapist'is defining the family's identified problems as system-related

problems and not just as the isolated problems of sn'individual. -
k. .

A second assumption of the systqpic approach is that a system Sperates
-. .

under a set of implicit rules. These rules tend to be relatively stable
.

,
.

, . . 1

and are reflected both in thefamily's behaviors and their conceptualize-

.

tions-of their behaviors and feelings, Because the rules are- stable,,:

they,tacitlY enforce recurring patterns of behavior within the-family,as
,

well as repeating explanations or rationalizations. In order to,under-
...

stand the rifles, it is necessary, to examine the family's behaViors,.their
. .

explanations for their behaviors, and the connections befweep,the tyd..

Thetherapist who.focuses on one to the exclusion of the others, stands

*io lose a great deal of information which may prove essential,t6 t'he

effective catalysis of systemic change. This shill be disdussed in greater

detail_ belov.Y_

. .

It-should_be noted that the recognition of'acontleciipty

. -

I
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between behavior and explanaiiop does not imply that a filmily's or an

individual's understanding of a behavior would be considered accurate by
A

other observers, or that a change in understanding will necessarily or

.immediately occasion a change in behavior. However, some interactional

relationship between thoughts and actions does exist and changes in.one

area are likely in time to,bring about changes in the other (Haley, 1978;

)

Meichenbaum, 1977).

Operational Corollaries

Thiee operational corollaries flow from these assumptions. When

these corollaries are applied to any given problem they can act to guide

the analytic process of the therapist and suggest the working format for

4
conducting therapy.

The fireteand most obvious corollary is that assessment and therapy

focus on,the system in which difficulties occur or develop. For the most

part we are involved in settings in Vhicli a child is typically identified

as the problem by other family members and referring agents., We have

found that'the most relevant and workable system is the family. While

(

this is the most common situation, it is not the only one popsible. Fore

example, 'there will be times when the child's school and family are

involved in problematic interactions around a child, and often, with

each other. In such'a case, the relevant system will consist of the . -

family, the school and the child. 'Stich cases notwithstanding, the family

is the most frequent system with which we work. It should be noted that

some of.us also work with adults and apply_the systemic approach equally

well fo this population. With adults the system of .docus is' also the
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familylbroadly defined as those people living In the home) although

,

other systems (e.g., peer, work) are frequently relev ht.

5

When work ng with a system, it is generally useful to have as many

.
members o the system as possible involved, especially during, the initial

'assessment. Tis-allows the therapist to view -the behaviors and to hear

the'Conceptualizations of each member. *If everybody-cannot be tpesent,

it is necessary to ask other family members to describe the behaviors and

responses of the missing individuals. For example, if the mother identi-

fies the problem as disobedience of the child and the father is not

present at a session, it is important to know whether the child disobeys

the'father, how the father responds to such situation' whatthe father

says to the child and the mother,'etc;

Tbe.second operational corollary, is. that the particular behavioral.

. .

events which are identified by family'members.as problematic tend to

-

-follow repetitive and predictable patterns. During the'assessment phase

oftreatment, the therapist should attempt to reconstruct the sequence of
- 1-

actions in which the problem behavioi Is embedded. Tie pattern will

include all events or behaviors that recur together and that seem to be.

critical to the maintenance of the pattern.It Fill typically include

those events that immediate* preCede'the identifies problemtbehavior,

the problem behavior itself, and the actions that immediately follow.

.

However, in spme situa Ions, the included behaviors will extend further

' ' 'i
.

over time. This will be discussed below.

..The sequences may,bestbe conceptualized as forming closed cycles,

or loops. The beginning and end of a sequence (i.e., its "punctuation")'

^1.

.1

a
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. "responseeto the identified,problem behavior that ostensibly end that
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episode: the actions do not change the inherent situation in a way that

prevents'a recurrence of the cycle. The analysis of the problem in.'
s

terms of recurring behavioral loops highlights the fact that attempts(

made by the:family to end theidentified problem

tions. In fact, the identified problem behavior

behalitor are not solu-

.

cannot be singled out

0

being 'the" problem. It is simply one of the active elements of the

oop, having r special status or sign icance'in the loop beyond the

fact that it has been singled but by the ily as'being a problem'due

to its intensity. or frequency of recur ma. 'The therapist should strive

to conceptualize.the actual difficulty as the recurrent-pattern of

. .

behaviors.. Every,point'or behavior in the loop .is related to the others,'

and serves to perpetuate the others. The loop,itself'is ultimately a

product of the rules of the system.

t
' 1

The analysis of a system in terms of patterns suggsts the_immedi a&
4.

goal of therapy: to alter the loop. It should be noted that achieving

t
this goal may be aca.mplished bilocusing directly on, the identified

probles; and trying to 'modify it or by attempting to alter,other behaviors

in the sequence. If the loop is. broken at ankpoint,-ii will'have s'
- ,

.0 t

'repercussions on the other points in the loop. The alteration of the

' .

-repetitive cycle may force' the system's members to find newe0Ays of inter,

acting. .
,..

In applying 'this general strategy, two issues must be kept in mind.

The first relates priiarily:to the identification of loops arithe setond
,

r
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. , b
to interventions designed to disrupt loops. The major issue for the

therapist is to determine which behaviors, exhibited by which family

members,atwhat.times,' and in w sequence, should be arranged within

the prOblem loop. .Further, since the family usually exhibits a great

deal of activity during their.troublesame.interaction, it is most useful

for the therapist to construct.the most parsimonious loop, including only

those elemelits critical to the mdintena4edof the cycle. A behavioral

loopscan often'be included within another larger loop. The 'choice of

the relevant'loop will influence thd identification of therapeutic i";;TS7----

so it is important-that the most appropriate loop be identified. Dix

example, in a single parent home, the mother may be diaciplininithe.

children incOnsistently,and the children may often be noncompliant. In

"many situations, this may be the relevant loop. However, in some situa-

tiond, the mother may be using the children's behavior to label the

children unhappy or emotionally damagea, a message she May'give to her

fbrmer husband along with reproaches concerning bds behavior. The-
.

husband may respond in a number of.ways."71rithese cases, the relevant

loop.may include the behavior of the children, the mother and the father.

The loop which includes the behaviors of the mother and the children may .

be actually serving a function within the larger loop which should be

the loop,of focus. .

We have found several atrategies to be helpfuliA the identification

\of the.relevant loop. Typically,- asking family members to "draw apicture"

for the therapist describing what happens around the problem has.been
4

f . .

helpful-. Directing clients to describe the ways in which they have
- z

, .
. ,

attempted 6-resolve the-problevmay=contribute_useful_information. Also, ,

. ; . )
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the relevant loop can be observed in session by asking Paa4cipants to

show the therapist what they mean. Selvini's strategy (1980) of having
4

one person comment on the Alt,raction between two other's is also informs-
_

tive.- The last strategy, iti particular, as well-as the other ones, to
, I

, . .

some extent provide valuable information fOward determining relevant

behavioral loops.

If the most relevant loop is not immediately recognized, it should

become apparent relatively quickly when interventions are not effective.

Relatively simple assignments will mot be carried out by the family;

"obvious" therapeutic reconceptualizations will not be Comprehended.

This brings us to the ,second'issue in applying this general strategy of

loop assessment-loop disruption. to families. The,therapist should con-

stantly assess the family's behaviors and the impact of therapy on their

behaviors. In- thissregard, the therapist should consider each intbrven-

tiori.atool for assessment. After each intervention, the therapist

should reassess the family system. This reassessment directs later

interventions. If there has been a change in behavior in a direction
, . 4

consistent with the identified therapeutic soal, progress is being mide

.
'.,,

and therapy can focu.0 gn issues of maintenance or termination.' If no

changes are occurring or if the problem is perceived "as getting.

,it suggests either that the identified loop or therapy goal is not the

relevant or only, one or that the iftervention was not presented.appropri-

ately. The question of how toJformulate and present iliterventions to

the family brings'us to the third corollar=y.

The third corollary concerns'the identification of the family's eo-
ceptualizations canceptual, frameworks. This corollary is based on the

9

ob
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a umption that conceptualizationst or ways. of thinking are also involved
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in the s 's implicit rules as such some relationship between con-
.

ceptuatlizations behaviors exists. The conceptualizations that are

most relevant to the :py are those which each system member holds about,

1 ,

_

himself or herself and ery othermember of the system,- and the ways

.

r in which each person conce ves of the. problem and of therapy. These '-
.

pieces of information are nor neceasarily obtained via-direct questioning

but may be contained instatemen which,fakily members make during the

I

therapy session regarding their thoughts and'feelings about their, familly

functioning.

The information on the conceptual frameworks of the family members

is critical;in fOrmulating the way in which the therapist will present

or frame interventions. The more new information approximates knawn
.

information, the more easily thenew information will be understood and
0

. . -

incorporated into the old. Therefore, if thektherapist phrases his /her

message in terms of concepts that family members have and use, th!

message is more likely to be understoOd. The potential for changing

the pa tern is much °greater when akrssige is incorporated into the

. It is important to realize that we are not suggesting the messages

eed to be pleasant.or comforting. The point is they.need.to be close to

*et-
the conceptual framework of'systemfmembers. The therapist who insists on

presenting a directive within his or her own framework risks provoking
0

resistance or confusion in family members.

This corollary subsumes all communication between therapist and

clients. The self statements, that is;Thcatements that reflect family

.10 .
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m.embers' conceptualizations'of themselves, can be creatively incor-
)

, r
porated into any message'to a particular individual within the system.

,

For example, if a, mother sees Herself as a martyr, the,therapist might

'include this attribution in a message to her. For example, the

therapist may direct her to dosOmettiing which will require a great

sacrifice on her part. In therapy, whenever family,memtersattri-.

/1
bute qualities to thdinsel es, thes&-scan be noted and later ',implemented

. . ____._____

to make_connections-Biten these attributions and new behavioreor

ways of thinking about behaviors. Their use may be intended to change

the behavior, the attribution, or both.`-

The cbnceptgalizations each client has `about family members are,

also used to whatever extent possible in the change process.

example, if a mother 4n a family interirenet when her husband disciplines

a child and if a goal of therapy is stopping or altering her behavioi,,,,

the therapist's formulation would include a, message that is consistent,

with some of the mother's bell fs. Thus, it the mother believes".that-'
Q

s

the athei-ls too harsh with the child or does not understand the child,
\,. ,,,,...

the m er might be told to instruct the husband in more effective

, -how

disciplinary techniques, or she might be told -to join the husband in
4

disciplining the child so that she could help the husband to-ltrh
O

more effective methods. It is important to recognize that a message

°. based on someone's conceptualization of anothei family member generally '0

'cannot be in conflict with the other member'Issptement about himself/
t

'herseii:
, .

Family membeis! conceptualiZations of the Problem.and of thePapyl

are also *important. If the- identified p.robrelif-chgtrie- indeed--viewedA
a
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the parents° as the probida and the one deeding therapy, for example,

r
'may be.enlisted into therapy within,the frame Of helping

with his problem.
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A particularly important consequence of obtaining family members'

conceptualizations of therapytis to be ableto decide'wbether the thera-

pist should use compliance-based

distinction has been,extensively
-

or resistance-based strategies. This

discussed iCthe literatdre (Rohrbaugh

et al.; 1977) and will not be exAloredfurti;er here. -

In summary,, the application of the systemic' approach iimplies at

least three operational corollaries. First, the problem is a system-

based problem and must be examined by assessing, he entire syspem.,

Second, assessment requires the identification of recurring behayioral

0
patterns. pr loops; this identifies the overall direction of therapy

' which is to break'the loop that includes the. identified problem.

Third, the ways ili'which the family thinks about themselves, each
..t., e' _ 1

,

other, their difficultues; and therapy,Must be assessed. This identifies

0

.

the conceptual framework in which loop. altering or therapeutic mesages
.,

,

,

can be formulated and expressed.

.

4$

Unresolved Issues/Future Directiods.
/

The paper has focused on the importance off,behavioraI loops and

-.
conceptualizations o. system members within the systemic approach.. This

represents the iart of our approach within which we have obtained a high

degree of confidence (Neilaps, Jacobson, Quetaert, Glenn, and Rosenberg,

1981 describe the use. of this approach with noncompliant children).

Howevbr, as our approach,is evolving, the last section of'thispaper .

ocuses 'on-isaues we are currently examining.

12
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cybernetid; that is, We move to make die ges within a loop and then

. evacuate the impact-of that move in'orderto plan thenext move. One

obvious difficulty with this appio#ch is that'tbe effects of an

:-.-.., .

_inter-

vention cannotbe known in abande. WZrk by Prigogine (1976) hints,at

ossibilitY dAveloPinge tody.of knowledge-Which may enhancethe
1

, .,'
.

intervention's effect on 'a system. He observespredictability-4

that minor, fluc tu
3

Lions occur in the'workings of a system and do not

jeopardize the entity's essential structural integrity. When a major

fluctustation
..

occurs withinrthe system,'it may exceed a critical threshold,
.-,..

. .

intraddcing a state of instability and occasioning'a process leading to
.

.the development of a new and-itable-strUcture that will include'elements

of the old. In relation tatherapeuticwork with. family systems, it
. .:

Wdbid be invaluable to knot the steps'which may characterize systemic -

-
transformation. It thus -might') e possible for the therapist tot induce

lViat,Iv fluctuation in a_prablematic cycle sucitthat some predicte d hold

''b
,

was-passed and a new-, nonproblematici.00p created. With knowledge of

.

the transformationprocess in,ita various' stagetir;. the final state4f44

the system might.be more reliablyforetoldjy tbe'therapist., flirt her,
/

it would be important to recognize those, 4,--4yeepol fkuCtki,aii

.Ae

Which may render the family receptive-to change,-so that thesed iations_

cduld be amplified into major fluctuations. At present, we esse tially

,.spay close.attention,to our timing and attempt to ;introduce our

-4elterinvmessages atttle point ifs: therapy tflat,"saems" best: -S e--are

hopeful of gaining informaeion fiamsthe system's process,that-will

.
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A second issue concerns individual differences between clients in.
,.

. terms bf their general' cognitive' style. We have observed differences

0

in people's .attitudes or faith in words as ref le Ons of reality. For

t

some people words are real and. powerful. To label categorize behavior
- .

. . . .
,

or emotion is to imbue it with a definite meaning; this meaning then

influencearlater perceptions or actions.
r

.

These people recognize, at.

least theoretically, the distinctiohi between what one thinks about a
1 , e,

situation and how one responds emotionally to a Ipation. For other

individuals, conceptual distinctions are not as real or important.

These people do not appear to be concerned with analyzing and under-
,

standing situations. ,They

logical inconsistendies in

are 40t aware of or concerned, with apparent

r; --

their descriptions and explanations of.situa-

tions. Similarly,, they are not Concerned with apparent inconsistencies

between theirs evaluative ntafements,aboUt situations and their emotional

responses to.those situations, Weave Xabeled these troups as abstrac-
,

tive and associative (Glenn & Glenn, in press). The importance of this

:distinction for therapy remains to be studied. It has been our observe-
,

tion that abstractive individuals respond more, rapidly to therapeutic

intervention; which is obviously word-based. Associative individuals

4

require more time on-rapport building-and/or-educationally-oriented

-Interventions.

, A 'final area upOfi which we have been focusing h)s to do with under-

t,

standing the fabric of the system's or family's conceptual fraiework. ..

We are partieularly interested iF4 conceptualiiations concerning inter-

personal rules. Everyone has concepts about the ways in which people
*-

4,-,

do or should:intcract. :These interpersonal rules tend to be impli cit

I

a
4
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-but strongly held. The assessManeof a family should attempt to unaer-
.

stand the general interpersonal framewOrk that a family uses. Messages

that are presented within -the family's framework are more likely to be

perceived as meaningful.or relevant for the faMily's understanding of

the problem. Related to this area and the second corollary is the,work

of the neurolinguistic programmers. Whereas the second corqllary'focuses

on this area within the context of the style of the individual within the

system, this last area focuses on the style 'of the entire system.

To summarize: While numerous questions remain, the systemic approach

is at a point where defining assumptions can be identified and the links

between assumptions and practice can beLdelinehted. We have argued that

the systemic approach is based-on at least two assumptions. First, the

-system is the unit of analysis. Second, all systems function according

to implicit rules;the rules gOveAing family systems are reflected in

their patterns of behavior and their conceptualizations of diemselves

. and their behavior. These two assumptions can be related to practice

via three operational carollarias. First the family should be assessed

as a unit and intervention should be planned to impact on thetsystem.

Second, recurring behavioral patterns or loopsshould'be identified;

this usedto-Identify the-goals---of-therapy. Third, _the. system

members' conceinualizationscf themselves, the pNoblem and therapy, should
.

be assessed; this will-be used to frame'or present interventions.'

1 5-
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